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An important motivation for our work on timed process algebra ( [BAB91, 93, 92] ) is that we intend to present a uniform framework, in which all constructs that occur in the literature on timed process algebra can be expressed. In [BAB91] , we present our real time absolute time process algebra, in [BAB93] we achieve a unified treatment of absolute time and relative time expressions. In [BAB92] , we define many discrete time constructs from the literature, both absolute and relative time ones, in our real time process algebra, and define suitable discrete time subalgebras. This paper is concerned with immediate or urgent actions, as they appear e.g. in TiCCS [MoT90, 92] . ATP [NIS9Ij, TeCCS
[WAN90], TiCCS [CHE93] .
As an example, consider the TiCCS expression (2) .a.b.O. Intuitively, this expression denotes the process that, after an initial delay of 2 time units, executes first a and then b instantaneously, and then terminates. Now, in our real time process algebra ACPp. two actions cannot be executed consecutively at the same point in time, so the process a (2) .b(2) will deadlock after executing the action a at time 2. and b will not be executed. Nevertheless, we can define the process above in an extension of ACPp.
To this end. we extend our time domain to include infinitesimals. and model the TiCCS expression above by a process that first executes a and then b at time points both infinitely close to 2, with the difference of execution times a positive infinitesimal. This paper describes the extension of ACPp to a more general time domain. describes the relation of ACPp over the (standard) positive reals with ACPp over a time domain including nonstandard reals. and delines suitable subalgebras including urgent actions. Some of these subalgebras correspond to timed process algebras found in the literature.
ACPsp-V FIGURE I.
Real time process algebra with infinitesimals
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We give an overview of the systems that we will consider. We start with the system BPAp"I. real time process algebra with initial abstraction and integration. By adding parallel composition and communication. we obtain ACPp"I. In this system (over a time domain involving nonstandard reals) we can define urgent actions. We can also directly axiomatise algebras based on urgent actions instead of our usual real time actions. In this way. we obtain the absolute time algebras BPAsp. PAsp. ACPsp. and the relative time algebras BPAst. BPAost. PAst. ACPst. By adding initial abstraction to the absolute time algebras. obtaining BPAsp". PAsp". ACPsp". we can interpret the relative time ones in them. Figure I gives an overview of all algebras we consider. and the embedding relations between them. Boxes with rounded corners denote relative time algebras. square boxes denote absolute time algebras.
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REAL TIME PROCESS ALGEBRA WITH INITIAL ABSTRACTION OPERATOR.
We will first consider the axiom system ACPp"I. It describes the real time process algebra of [BAB91] as presented in [BAB92] . The reader is assumed to be familiar with [BAB92] . as we only indicate the differences with that paper. For ACPp"l. we have a bisimulation model MA as outlined in [BAB92] .
Having available M A • the various operators and constants of urgent time process algebra are defined in it. Then. as a subject. nonstandard real time process algebra reduces to an investigation of certain reducts and subalgebras of M~ as well as their axiomatic description.
TIME DOMAIN.
We a"ume that we have a time domain 'E We have the following requirements on 'E i. 'Tis linearly ordered by < ii. 0 is the smallest element of 'T iii. 'Tis closed under addition +.
In [BAB91] . we used the supremum of a subset of 'Tin de definition of the ultimate delay operator. so we needed completeness of 'T. We reformulate this operator in this paper (as we did in [BAB93] ) so that this requirement is not needed anymore. Examples of time domains satisfying these requirements are N. the naturals. Q;,o. the non-negative rationals. 1R;,o. the non-negative reals. or *1R;,o. the nonstandard non-negative reals. Our prefered time domain. the one we used in [BAB91. 92. 93] . is 1R;,o.
BASIC PROCESS ALGEBRA.
A is the set of (symbolic) atomic actions. The set A is a parameter of the theory. 0 denotes inaction. We put Ao = A U (oj. The set of constants is the set of atomic actions with time parameter. AT. given by AT={a(l) I aE AB. Ie 'l}. Moreover. an extra auxiliary operator is needed. In [BAB91.92.93] we used the ultimate delay operator and the bounded initialization operator as auxiliary operators. However. in order to define the ultimate delay of an integral expression. we need the supremum of a subset of rr In the time domain ~. such a supremum will always exist (or is infinite). but later on. we will consider a time domain where suprema need not exist. For this reason. we will use a different auxiliary operator here. Since the axiomatisation of merge used before only needed expressions of the form X » U(Y) (with U the ultimate delay and» the bounded initialisation). we will have a new binary operator (left strong choice) for this combination. It turns out that this operator is exactly one half of the strong choice operator Ell of ATP. and that explains the name.
Thus. we have the operator~: P x P ~ P (left strong choice) and X ~ Y denotes intuitively that part of X. that can start before an initial action of Y. Notice the similarity of the axioms for the left strong choice operator with the axioms of the unless operator from [BABK86] . [BA W90]. The latter binary operator also describes a filtering of the first argument by the second. We call the present version of ACPp ACPp(~). In table I. we show the axioms that do not appear in [BAB92] . that replace the axioms using ultimate delay or bounded initialisation. The axioms for left merge have a condition because they do not hold for processes involving relative time notation. We have a.b E Aa. We extend our real time process algebra by adding the integral operator, denoting a choice over a subset of 'T. That is, if V is a subset of'T. and V is a variable over 'T. then ~E V P denotes the alternative composition of alternatives P [Vv] for I E V (expression P with I E 'Tsubstituted for variable v). In case the time domain is iR;,o, this is an uncountable sum, and that explains the use of the notion of an integral. For more information, we refer the reader to [BAB91] and [KLU93) .
In table 3, X is a process (that does not contain free variables), and F,G are process expressions (that may contain free variables). We reformulate INT8: this only applies if the set V has a supremum in 'T. The theory presented thus far is called ACPp"I, ACPp plus integration is ACPpi. We obtain a real time transition system TS(X) from a process expression X as indicated in [BAB92) .
Here, we just give the SOS rules for the left strong choice operator. We have I E 'T. r E 'F{O), x,x',y are closed process expressions and a E A On these transition systems, we define bisimulation as usual. We extend with initial abstraction as in [BAB92) . We present some extra axioms that are useful in the calculations to come, that hold in the model, and that can be derived from the theory for all closed process expressions. The numbering of these axioms corresponds to the numbering in [BAB92) . 
In sections 5 and 6, we will give direct axiomatisations of various subalgebras of ACPp-JI. that are generated by signature elements of in section 3. Many of these axioms are not valid in the full algebra Mi.. over R;.o+1. In th',s section we define the noflOn of a standardly initialised process. The set of standardly initialised processes is closed under all operators of the standard time signature. and all axioms to be presented in sections 6 and 7 will hold in this algebra. We prove these facts at length in this section. We obtain a subalgebra si-Mil of M A . Similarly. we have a subalgebra si-MA of MA (containing absolute time processes only) and a subalgebra si-MJ\ of M J\(containing relative time processes on I y).
4.1 DEFINITION. Let X E P*. We say X is a stondardly initialised process. X E SIP. if X = -J 5 P,P»5 X. = I» ("u. uo» X). Again by extensionality (lAS) "I. 1° »8 X = "I. 1°» X.
NOTE:
A simple example of a process that is not standardly initialised is "I. a(l+ 1). This process does satisfy X = X + ll'. On the other hand, the process "I. J air) is standardly initialised. We will r~t+1 nevertheless see that the second process is not in the algebra generated by the signature L(ST).
We proceed to show that the set of standardly initialised processes is closed under all operators of the standard time signature. Actually, we will show something stronger, viz. that both the condition X = X + ll' and the condition X = "I. PRCX>F: This was already used in the proof of 4.2. We give a more complete proof:
PROOF: By definition.
EEl Eel
Now we consider three cases:
i. if I ,.; p, then I» a(p+E) = a(p+E) = 1° » a(p+E) for all EEl;
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iii. ift = P + £ for some
Eel EEl Eel EEl
We see that in all cases, we obtain
EEl tEl EEl EEl
4.5.6 PROPOSITION: a + B = a.
eel Eel 4.5.7 PROPOSITION: a = "I. t" »a. We continue with the operators +,.. PROOF: S·X = ("I. f 1)(lo+E))'X = "t. f 1)(t"+E)'X (IA7, INT6) = "I. f 1)(1°+£) (ATA2) = t 4.7.1 PROPOSmON: P »$ X = P»s X + B.
4.7.2 PROPOsmON: P »$ X = -./1. to» P »$ X. PROOF: Straightforward, use lemma 4.4 and S114.
PARALLEL COMPOSITION AND ENCAPSULATION.
We continue with the operators II, IL, I, aH.
4.8.1 LEMMA: X = X + I\' ~ r;ILX=r;.
PROOF: Assume X satisfies X = X + r;. We derive
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PROOF: Straightforward, use IA 12 en S113.
4.9 PoSITIVE TIME SHIFT, SHIFTED INITIALISATION. Next, the operators cr;" r »_t.
4.9.1 PROPOSITION: cr;,(X) = cr;,(X) + 1\.
PROOF: Note that since r E 1R>o, (I + r)O = 1° + r > 1° + £ for all £ E I. Using this, 
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This finishes the proof that the algebra of standardly initialised processes is closed under all operators of the standard time signature. We proceed to prove additional identities that we will use in the axiomatisations in sections 6 and 7.
4.11 BPA WITH URGENT ACfIONS AND ABSOLUTE TIME.
First, we prove some idenlities that allow to derive a standard time variant BPAspo of BPApo as defined in 2.2. The familiar equation X + [{ = X does not hold for all timed processes, as the example
illustrates. This is one reason to limit ourselves to standardly initialised processes.
In each case, we will indicate if we need a condition of standardly initialised processes.
4.11.1 PROPOSITION:
, the summand can be dropped by ATA2 since t < to+1] for some 1] E I;
ift» OlE) = O(E), the summand can also be dropped by ATA2 since E < to+2E. In both cases COMMENT: This is an example of an identity that only holds for standardly initialised processes. 4.12 PA WITH URGENT ACTIONS AND ABSOLUTE TIME.
We continue with identities that we will use to axiomatise PAspli, the standard time variant of process algebra with free merge (merge without communication). PROOF: In this case, use that for each EEl P + E < q. 
PROPOSITION: a(p)·X I b(q)·Y = (a(p) I b(q)) . (X II V).
PROOF: Similar to 4.13.1, 4.13.2.
PROPOSITION: aH(a(p)) = (a'H (a»)(p).
PROOF: Straightforward, using INTI2.
STANDARD INITIAL ABSTRACTION.
f J a(p+£) I b(p+T\) =
1]EI EEl
We present identities used to axiomatise ACPsp~, the standard time variant of ACPp-.J.
4.14.1 PROPOSITION: alp) =,Is q. a(p+q). 
EEl EEl Eel
Real tIme process algebra with infinitesimals 4.14. PROOF: As 4.14.8, using IA 8,9,10,11,13,14.
4.1S BPA WITH URGENT ACfIONS AND RELATIVE TIME.
Now we present identities that will be used in order to directly axiomatize the relative time algebras in section 7. First, BPA s !' 4.IS.1 PROPOSITION: cr!ocre(X) = cr';!;P(X). 
ENCAPSULATION.
We continue with equations for the encapsulation operator in relative time, to be used for ACP,t. 
STANDARDISED PROCESSES.
In section 2, we have sketched a theory ACPPVI and a model Mi. that contain both standard real time and nonstandard real time processes. In section 4, we concentrated on the subalgebra of standardly initialised processes. In this section, we will concentrate on the further subalgebra and the model generated by the standard time processes. For this reason, we introduce the standardisation operator S.
DEFlNtTtON.
First of all, we define standardisation as an operator on po. We have the axioms in table 7. We give some examples:
In the model, I. S does not distribute over II , 11.., I .
Sis a projection: S(S(X)) = S(X).
S(ilH(X)) = ilH(S(X))
PROOF: 1. Consider II. Let £ E I.
2,3. These proofs go by induction on term structure.
5.3 DEFINITION.
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We say that a process X is standardised, X E SIS, if S(X) = X. Also, we define this concept directly on the model Mi.. Let I E Mi.. Then I is standardised, I E S(Mi.), if:
I. for all I E JR;,;o+I, all actions of 1(1) have a timestamp not in JR;,;o.
ii. for all I E JR;,;o+I we have the following: let (p,v) a~ (q,r) be a transition in 1(1) . Then:
a. for each r' = r + E for some EEl there is a q' with (p,v) a(Q (q', r')and (q, r') H (q', 6
b. for each r' with r = r' + E for some EEl and r' > V there is a q' with (p,v) a(Q (q', r') and (q, r)
H (q', r).
II. similarly for idle transitions: let (p,v) --. (q,r) be a transition in 1(1) . Then: a. for each r' = r + E for some EEl there is a q' with (p,v) --. (q', r')and (q, r') H (q', r').
b. for each r' with r = r' + E for some £ E I and r' > V there is a q' with (p,v) --. (q', r') and (q, r) H (q', r).
2. XE SIS ~ ilH(X),cr!(X),r»stXE SIS. NOTE: 5 ensures that all equations in section 4 hold for all standardised processes. Also notice that a deadlock possibility may not be preserved by standardisation: the process a(1 +£) + /)(1 +2£) (£ E I) has a deadlock possibility, but its standardisation does not. We obtain a subalgebra (of a reduct of) MA with domain S(M A ) and signature L(ST). In the following section 6, we will discuss a direct axiomatisation of this algebra. In section 7, we will present a direct axiomatisation of the elements of this algebra that have only relative time notation (a further restriction to the signature L(ACP st )). Here, we present a simplified presentation of the subalgebra
X, Y E SIS
• using lransition systems with actions and time separated. This is the model (lA that we will use in sections 6 and 7.
We define a set of process graphs a. in [BA W901 with labels from A u 1R>o satisfying two extra conditions:
i. every node has at most one oUlgoing s-labeled edge (s e 1R>o);
ii. an s-labeled edge (S e 1R>o) may not lead to a termination node.
Let riA be the set of such process graphs with cardinality S; 211 0. To state this precisely, an element of (l'A is a quadruple (N, E, r, T) where N is the set of nodes, E \;; N X AulR>o x N is the set of edges, r e N is the root node, and T ~ N is the set of termination nodes. We will always have that a termination node has no outgoing edges. A node without outgoing edges that is nol a terminalion node is called a deadlock node.
We define a mapping from S(M'A) to (l'A by defining a mapping cfl from real time transition systems to process graphs. Let R be a real time transition system. For simplicity, we a.sume that R is actually a tree, so each node has at most one incoming transition The inverse mapping can be defined along the same lines. We leave the verification that this indeed defines an isomorphism to the reader. 6. STANDARD REAL TIME PROCESS ALGEBRA: ABSOLUTE TIME.
6.1 BASIC PROCESS ALGEBRA.
The process alp) can let time progress up to and including P. will then execute action a at time p. and then terminate successfully. The process ~(p) can also let time progress up to and including p,but then nothing more is possible (in particular. time cannot progress anymore).
Standard Real Time Basic Process Algebra with Deadlock (BPAspli) is the variant of BPApli with urgent actions. BPAspli has the axioms from table 8 (a E Aa). The time domain is iR"o. so we only allow standard real numbers.
• constants
• functions l\ alp) The operational semantics is defined on the domain of process graphs defined in 5.5. We have action rules with two types of transitions:
idle ~ P x ~x lR.>o x P x~, notation (x, p)':.... (x', p') step \; P x lR.;,o x A x P x lR.;,o, notation (x, p) ~ (x', p'). If (x, p) ' :.... (x', p'), then r> 0, x'" x' and p' = PH; if (x, p) ~ (x', p'), then a E A and p' = p. 7 . STANDARD REAL TIME PROCESS ALGEBRA: RELATIVE TIME. The operational meaning of ~ is a process thaI allows no step whatsoever. In the graph model, ~ will be modeled by the tree with no edges, and one node which is the root but not a termination node. x+~=x h=B 
TRANSLATIONS.
This section is based on [KLU93] . We provide interpretations of the timing constructs of other process algebras, involving urgent actions, into our real time process algebra.
[.] denotes the interpretation function. More information, involving the treatment of parallel composition and the modeling of maximal progress, can be found in [KLU93] .
ATP [NIS91].
[0] = ~ We conclude that our real time process algebra provides a general framework, in which many features occurring in the literature can be modeled.
